


The new Rexton reaches new heights of style and 
sophistication. Boasting the very latest technological advances 
and forward thinking, the new Rexton is now safer, stronger, 
more spacious, and more stylish than ever.  

A  N E W  B E N C H M A R K  F O R 
F U L L  S I Z E  S U V S
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The new Rexton is a bold step forward by SsangYong.  
Immediately impressive with its sheer presence and dynamic lines,  
it’s a rugged, real and authentic 4x4 that lives and breathes ‘now’.  
Yet so gracefully styled that its workhorse capability is a surprise  
to all but the driver. The exterior styling flows from SsangYong’s  
concept of ‘Dignified Motion’. All of this is backed by four  
generations of Rexton and over 60 years of specialising  
in four-wheel drives. The new Rexton achieves a perfect balance  
between form and function, with a big splash of luxury.

M U S C U L A R  
Y E T  M A J E S T I C
 

Elegant front light cluster with high-intensity-discharge  
headlamps for excellent night vision; 
LED daytime running lights, positioning lamps 
and directional indicators 

Side repeater and puddle lamp mounted on  
the back of the outside mirror

Clever LED cornering light function  
integrated into front fog lamps
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Clean-sill door design  treatment

Rear licence plate softly illuminated by LED lights

The new Rexton is attractive from any angle.   
The rear spoiler with high-mounted auxiliary stop light 
highlights the Rexton’s sporting capabilities, while 
distinctive rear design treatment with unique lamp styling 
creates a more imposing image. Subtle chrome accents, 
clean-sill door treatment and soft LED lighting provide 
the perfect finishing touches.

D Y N A M I C  
Y E T  E L E G A N T

LED rear combination lamps
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S T R I K I N G LY  B E A U T I F U L  Y E T  
S U M P T U O U S LY  C O M F O R TA B L E

Brown seats
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Designed to be easy on the eye and on the mind. The 
whole approach to the cabin is to simply make everything 
around the driver feel wonderfully instinctive and 
refreshingly enjoyable. Generous shoulder and 
headroom. Quilted black or Ivory nappa leather trim. 
Multi-adjustable seating. Automated air-conditioning. 
Ambient night lighting. Attention to detail is there for 
all to see and comfort for all to feel.

The interior package is available in four colour schemes:
- Brown
- Black
- Black with beige headlining
- Ivory

Black seats

Black seats with beige headlining

Ivory seatsBrown seats
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T E C H N I C A L LY  B R I L L I A N T

3D Around-View Monitoring System
This system makes parking easier and safer giving the driver confidence even in 
the tightest of spaces. The centre display provides an aerial view of the vehicle 
and any obstacles in the immediate surroundings.

Multimedia
Every Rexton model features an intuitive multimedia system designed to integrate 
with the latest smart phone features. It comes with AM/FM radio with RDS, Apple 
CarPlay® and Android Auto to connect your smartphone, MP3, M4A, APE, OGG, 
WMA, FLAC and WAV file format play, USB port.

Supervision Cluster
An ingenious array of essential information and safety features displayed on a 
large 7-inch LCD screen.  It provides quick, easy access to a whole range of 
important information. Including a whole range of safety warnings such as lane 
departure warnings, parking sensors, navigation assist, tyre direction warnings  
and smart power tailgate warnings. 

3D  
AROUND-VIEW 
MONITORING SYSTEM

Front  
view  
camera

Side  
view 
camera

Rear
view 
camera

360°  
V I E W

Electronic parking brake with  
auto-hold function

Speed-sensing power steering &  
heated steering wheel cover

7” colour TFT-LCD display
Turn signal sound selection

Regular mode Animation mode RPM-linked mode

Lane departure warning system Smart power tailgate

SUPER-VISION CLUSTER

TRIP 
COMPUTER 

TRIPLE-MODE 
DIGITAL 
SPEEDOMETER 
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Anyone with an Apple or Android phone can now easily 
connect to the multimedia system to make calls, check 
messages and listen to music and navigate via the car’s 
display screen.

APPLE CARPLAY®  
& GOOGLE ANDROID AUTO
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S PA C I O U S  A N D  F L E X I B L E
A place you’ll love to spend a lot of time in.
The cabin is spacious and luxurious with plenty of shoulder and headroom. Legroom in the second row is especially 
generous.  Second-row seats may be double-folded to maximise the load space. In fact, the new Rexton’s size gives it 
one of the largest load spaces in its sector. It can easily accommodate rear-seat passengers and four golf bags in the 
boot. With the smart key in your pocket or bag, the tailgate will simply pop open automatically if you stand near the 
back of the car for a few seconds*.
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Smart folding seats offer the flexibility to carry any load whatever the size or shape.

The second-row seat may also be double-folded to allow easy access to the third row.

SEATING CONFIGURATIONS FOR 7-SEATER 

3rd row flat, 2nd row 60% flat  
(1,477L)

3rd row flat, 2nd row 40% flat  
(1,201L)

3rd  row folded 50%, 2nd row folded flat 60% 
(1,029L)

3rd row flat, 2nd row 100% flat 
(1,806L)

3rd row folded 50%, 2nd row folded flat 40%
(777L)
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2nd row folded flat 100% 

With the smart key in your pocket or bag, the tailgate will open  
automatically if you stand near the back of the car for a few seconds*.

Normal seating with luggage board raised 

I N T E R I O R  
F L E X I B I L I T Y

At SsangYong, we believe that you should not adapt 
to your car, your car should adapt to you.

The new Rexton is incredibly flexible. Available exclusively with 7 
seats, it comes with a huge capacity for luggage. Measured up to 
window level, the Rexton offers 1,806 litres of rear boot space with 
the seats down.

Along with the second-row seats folding 60:40, the third row can 
be folded individually 50:50 to give more flexibility. Access to these 
rear seats is made easy by the double-folding second-row seats.

SMART POWER TAILGATE
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S M A R T E R  
M E A N S  S A F E R

The Rexton employs the latest  
state-of-the-art active safety systems  
that not only detect, but actively 
avoids possible hazards.
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Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)
Helps avoid or mitigate collision effects by 
detecting moving or stalled vehicles and 
warning the driver in advance.

Lane Change Assist (LCA)
Detects vehicles rapidly approaching from 
behind and flashes a warning light on the 
outside mirror, to alert the driver.

Forward Collision Warning (FCW)
Alerts the driver when another vehicle or 
pedestrian appears in the path of  
the vehicle.

Blind Spot Detection (BSD)
Senses vehicles coming up in the blind spot 
behind or alongside and warns  
the driver with a flashing light on  
the outside mirror.

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
Warns the driver whenever the vehicle begins 
to move out of its lane unless the directional 
indicators are on in that direction.

High Beam Assist (HBA)
Automatically lowers the high beams when an 
approaching vehicle is detected, making 
night-driving easier. 

Rear Cross-Traffic Alert (RCTA)
Assists the driver when reversoing by 
detecting the presence of vehicles 
approaching on either side in the rear.

T H E  L AT E S T  
I N  H I G H  T E C H 
D R I V E R  A I D S
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133kw/4,000rpmMax. Power 

420Nm/1,600~2,600rpmMax. Torque

2,157CCDisplacement

e-XDi220Diesel  
Engine Model

2WD 
High-speed  
range

4WD 
Low-speed  
range

4WD 
High-speed  
range

For greater efficiency and fuel-economy, the car 
features a part-time 4x4 option with power 
delivered just to the rear wheels for normal road 
use. 4-wheel drive can be selected electronically 
when required and low-ratio selected when the 
off-road conditions become more challenging.

PART-TIME 4WD

165kW/5,500rpmMax. Power 

350Nm/1,500~4,500rpmMax. Torque

1,998CCDisplacement

e-XGDi200TPetrol  
Engine Model

INDEPENDENT MULTILINK SUSPENSION  
IN THE REAR
Independent suspension 
allows each wheel to move 
up, down, left, and right on its 
own for secure handling when  
the road surface gets rough. 
Shock from the road surface  
is dissipated through multiple 
links; little vibration is 
transferred to the body,  
and the ride quality is superb.

6 0  Y E A R S ’  O F F R O A D  E X P E R I E N C E

We’re fluent in 4x4
At SsangYong, we don’t just understand 4x4, 
we’re fluent in it. The new Rexton 4x4 system 
draws on all that experience of continuously 
advancing 4x4 technology. Its selectable 4-wheel 
drive system is reassuringly capable, whatever the 
need, whatever the weather. When the going gets 
really tough, you simply select ‘low-range’ which 
splits the torque equally between front and rear 
axles providing all-round traction, ensuring 
optimum grip across even the most 
challenging terrain.

Diesel or petrol it’s your choice

The new 2.2-litre Euro 6 engine delivers 133kW of 
power at 4000rpm and maximum torque of 420Nm 
from just 1600rpm. Designed to provide low-end 
torque for effortless cruising whatever the 
conditions, whatever the load. For those customers 
wanting a petrol engine, the entry level EX model is 
available with a 2.0-litre turbocharged petrol engine 
delivering 165kW of power and 350Nm of torque.

*Diesel engine only

E-Tronic 7-speed automatic transmission (diesel engine)
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The new Rexton will make  
light work of hauling a large 
caravan, horsebox, boat or 
work trailer. It has a strong 
ladder chassis that provides a 
substantial towing platform 
and a mighty towing capability 
of up to 3.5 tonnes.

PULLING POWER
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H I G H  S T R E N G T H  S T E E L  C O N S T U C T I O N  

In fact, 81.7% of the steel plate in the car’s body uses  
high-strength, high-density, high-tensile steel.
This provides superb rigidity and protection in a collision  
to maximise the safe space within the cabin.

BUILT USING 1.5GPA 
ULTRA-STRENGTH STEEL  
- A WORLD FIRST.

CRASH ZONE BOX
QUAD FRAME
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THE STRONG SILENT TYPE
The Rexton’s body is mounted on the new-concept ‘Quad 
Frame,’ which minimises most of the noise from the road 
surface and engine noise to the interior. The ‘Quad Frame’  
has also been engineered specifically to minimise the injury to 
occupants in a collision. The body has been reinforced as well 
with stronger materials and expanded section sizes. In addition, 
the Rexton now has eight body mounts, the most in its class, 
improving ride quality and steering stability.

The frame members feature a quadruple-layered structure that 
exceeds the global standard for lateral collision safety.

The ‘crash zone’ refers to that part of frame that conveys the 
most shock from a frontal collision . This ‘box’ is designed to 
absorb that force, thereby protecting the people inside. 

CRASH ZONE BOX

CRASH ZONE BOX

QUAD FRAME
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M O R E  P R O T E C T I O N  T H A N  E V E R
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Improving the safety of all occupants

The new Rexton is one of the strongest cars in its class. It’s built on a high-strength body-on-frame construction and features a  
comprehensive suite of the latest electronic safety aids. For further reassurance, it’s also available with up to 9 airbags*. The steering wheel and 
steering column are specially designed to absorb the force of a collision, minimising the effect on the driver’s chest area.

The Rexton features the lastest in driving aids like Hill Start Assist (HSA), which stops the vehicle rolling backwards during a steep hill start  
and Hill Descent Control (HDC), which is a low-speed control that activates when the car is handling a steep downhill drive, automatically  
controlling the rate of descent. Driving a Rexton on or off the road is now easier and safer - even when conditions are challenging .

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) & Anti-Rollover Protection (ARP) & Brake Assist System (BAS)

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS) Hill Descent Control (HDC) Hill Start Assist (HSA)

9 A I R B A G S
1 Driver’s airbag
2 Driver’s knee protection airbag
3 Passenger’s airbag
4, 5 Driver’s & passenger’s side airbags
6, 7 Rear seat side airbags 
8, 9 Curtain airbags
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R E X T O N  A  S TA N D O U T  S U V



The Rexton is an impressive  
SUV in every way.   
Boasting commanding looks, 
luxuriously appointed interior, 
cavernous carrying capability, the 
latest entertainment and information 
technology, state-of-the-art safety 
systems and driver aids plus 
powerful powertrain options,  
the list just keeps going.  

The Rexton stands out from the  
pack as the new benchmark  
for large SUVs.



Safety powered window

REXTON EXTERIOR STYLE

Remote-controlled windows with smart key

Safety-powered sunroof 

Automatic closing system 2-channel touch sensing door handle. 
Outside door handle lamps

Parking assist system

Headlamp escort function Welcome system Fashionable roof rails

Tyre pressure monitoring system
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INTERIOR FEATURES AND APPOINTMENTS

Cluster with 3.5” trip computer

Headlamp control and  
automatic washer switches

Heated front and rear seats

Remote control switches and cruise control 
system on the steering wheel

Memory profile system for driver

Ventilated and powered front seats

Tilt and telescopic steering wheel system

Easy access mode

8” smart audio

Dual-zone fully automatic air-conditioner;  
3rd row air conditioner

Passenger’s seat walk-in device Driver’s seat power lumbar support
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FEATURES AND CONVENIENCES

Inside door handle lamps /
ambient lighting on the door

Glove box and centre console box

Luggage cover and luggage net 
(5 seater only)

Overhead console

Cargo bay pocket 

Front camera module with rain-sensing and 
automatic light control unit

1st row doors

2nd row doors

Map pocket

USB port and power outlet on centre console, 
USB port and 220V/115V inverter in 2nd row

Integrated switch module

Cargo bay net Smart key  

Rear arm rest
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Brown 

Black 

Ivory  

Black with beige headlining

INTERIOR COLOURWHEEL AND COLOUR GUIDE

Nappa leather

Nappa leather

Nappa leather

Nappa leather

TPU 
(thermoplastic polyurethane)

TPU 
(thermoplastic polyurethane)

Nappa leather

Nappa leather

Flat woven

Flat woven

EXTERIOR COLOUR

WHEELS

Grand White (WAA)

Elemental Grey (ACY)

20” Alloy Wheel 18” Alloy Wheel, Diamond Cut

Silky White Pearl (WAK)

Atlantic Blue (BAU)

Fine Silver (SAF)

Sabbia Beige (EBE) Space Black (LAK)
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FEATURES LIST

*Some of features may be optional or not be available according to market. Please contact your local dealer for the exact details regarding vehicles sold in your area. 

18” alloy wheels 255/60 tyres (diamond cut)

20” alloy wheels 255/50 tyres (chrome finish)

Tyre repair kit 

Full size spare tyre

 W H E E L  A N D  T Y R E

Automatic air conditioning system (dual-zone control)

Rear manual air conditioning system for 7 seater

Automatic defogging system

Cabin air quality control system

Cluster Ionizer

Rear air vent on centre console

Positive temperature coefficient (PTC) heater with  
diesel engine

 A I R  C L I M AT E

Sunvisors with illumination and sliding extension

Glove box with lamp and key lock

Mobile ashtray

A-pillar cloth trim

B-pillar assist grip

Stainless steel scuff on front & rear doors

Illuminated front-door scuff

Leather-wrapped gear knob for manual transmission

LED lamps in cabin

Chrome inside door handle

Ambient lights on the instrument panel and door handle

Floor mats

 I N T E R I O R
8 way power-adjustable driver’s seat

6 way power-adjustable front passenger’s seat

Driver’s seat power lumbar support

Passenger’s seat walk-in device

60:40 split folding 2nd-row seats with folding centre armrest

50:50 split folding 3rd-row seats

Seat memory settings for three drivers, including seat & 
outside door mirror positions, stored in onboard memory

Automatic easy access mode for driver’s seat

Heated seats for front and rear

Ventilated seats in front

Sliding front headrests

Premium Nappa black leather seat upholstery

Premium Nappa brown leather seat upholstery

TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) seat upholstery

Flat woven seat upholstery

Double-folding seats in 2nd-row

 S E AT S

Autonomous emergency braking (AEB)

Forward collision warning (FCW)

Lane departure warning (LDW)

 S A F E T Y

Electronic cruise control

Windshield wiper de-icer

Electro-chromic inside rearview mirror

Headlamp leveling device

Intermittent rear wiper 

Automatic light control and rain-sensing wipers in front

Outside door mirrors that can be electrically controlled, 
folded and heated

Tinted, noise-control windshield glass

Tinted front-door glass

Privacy glass  
(Rear-door windows, Quarter windows, Tailgate window)

Safety powered windows

One-touch triple-turn signal lamp

Supervision cluster with 
 7” colour TFT-LCD trip computer

Supervision cluster with  
3.5” Mono TFT-LCD trip computer

Luggage cover and load net & grocery hook in cargo bay  
(5 seater)

Variable luggage shelf

Cargo barrier net 

Cargo bay net 

Standard 8” smart audio with rear-view camera

3-dimensional around view monitoring system (AVM)

Six speakers

USB and AUX. slot

Bluetooth telephone connectivity with streamed audio

Audio remote control switches on steering wheel

Car connectivity  
(Apple Carplay & Google Android Auto)

Smart power tailgate

Front obstacle warning system (4 sensors) with  
2-stage alarm

Rear obstacle warning system (4 sensors) with  
3-stage alarm

Dual smart-key system with window control and  
auto closing function

2-channel touch sensing door handle

12V power outlets & USB charger on console back

220V power inverter

 C O N V E N I E N C E
e-XDi 220 2.2L diesel engine with LNT & CDPF (Euro 6)

ee-XGDi 200T 2.0L petrol engine (Euro 6)

6-speed manual transmission with gear shift indicator

7-speed automatic transmission with thumbs-up switch on 
gearshift knob (Available with diesel engine)

6-speed automatic transmission with thumbs-up switch on 
gearshift knob (Available with petrol engine)

Part-time 4WD with shifting on the fly

Double-wishbone front suspension system with coil springs

Five-link rear suspension system with coil springs

Impact-absorbing 10-link rear suspension  
(available with automatic transmission)

Ventilated disc brakes for front and rear

Electronic parking brake with auto-hold function

70L fuel tank

 M E C H A N I C A L

Hydraulic power steering

Speed-sensitive power steering

Leather steering wheel cover with  
silver or high-gloss black accent

Manually controlled tilt and telescopic steering

Steering column lock

Heated steering wheel cover

 S T E E R I N G

Chrome coated on radiator grille

Modulized projection headlamps

25W high-intensity discharge(HID) headlamps

High-glossy skid plate under front & rear bumpers

Outside rearview mirrors with side repeater and  
puddle lamp

Integrated LED front fog & cornering lamps

LED rear combination lamp with light guide

Air spoiler with LED high-mounted stop lamp

LED license plate lights

Aero-blade wipers

Body color outside door handles with hidden key button

Clean-sill door

Invisible muffler

Fashionable black and silver roof rails

Safety powerd sunroof

Rear fog lamps

Daytime running lamps

 E X T E R I O R High beam assist (HBA)

Blind spot detection (BSD)

Rear cross traffic Alert (RCTA)

Lane change assist (LCA)

High-strength-steel construction

Ultra-rigid Quad Frame for greater strength,  
less vibration and noise

Door impact beams for added protection from side 
collisions

4-channel anti-lock braking system

Electronic stability programme (ESP) with  
traction control system (TCS), hill descent control (HDC), 
active roll-over protection (ARP) and  
emergency stop signal (ESS)

Dual airbags for driver and front passenger

Side airbags for front and rear passengers

Curtain airbags for front and rear passengers

Driver’s knee airbag

Front seatbelt load limiters and pre-tensioners

2nd row 3-point seatbelt

Airbag on/off switch for front passenger

Seatbelt reminder for the driver and front passenger

Child seat anchorage

Manual seatbelt height adjustment on B-pillar

Childproof safety lock

Speed-sensitive door lock

Tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS)



1,640mm

1,960mm

2,865mm

4,850mm

1,640mm

1,825mm

• The fuel economy can vary according to road conditions or driver’s habits.     • The above technical data can vary slightly by regional certification requirements or sales specifications. 

ENGINE Diesel 2.2 Petrol 2.0

DRIVEN WHEELS Part time 4WD 2WD

TRANSMISSION 7AT 6AT

EMISSION Euro 6 Euro 6

EXTERIOR 
DIMENSIONS

Overall length mm 4,850 4,850

Overall width mm 1,960 1,960

Overall height mm 1,825 (with roof rack) 1,825 (with roof rack)

Wheelbase mm 2,865 2,865

Tread
Front mm 1,640 1,640

Rear mm 1,640 1,640

Overhang
Front mm 895 895

Rear mm 1,090 1,090

Minimum ground clearance mm
224 (with IRS) / 203 

(with 5-link rear suspension)
203  

(with 5-link rear suspension)

Minimum turning radius m 5.5 5.5

WEIGHT

Gross vehicle  weight kg 2,960 2,830

Kerb weight kg 2,130~2,298 2,010~2,156

Gross trailer
weight

Braked kg 3,500 2,700

Unbraked kg 750 750

ENGINE

Fuel - Diesel Petrol

Fuel tank L 70 70

Capacity cc 2,157 1,998

Bore X stroke mm 86.2 X 92.4 86 X 86

Compression ratio - 15.5:1 9.6 : 1

Number of cylinders - 4 in-line 4 in-line

PERFORMANCE

Max. power
kW/rpm 133.1 /4,000 165 / 5,500

ps/rpm 181 /4,000 225 / 5,500

Max. torque
Nm/rpm 420 / 1,600~2,600 350 / 1,500~4,500

kg.m/rpm 42.8 / 1,600~2,600 35.7 / 1,500~4,500

FUEL
CONSUMPTION

Urban L/100km 10.4 13.9

Extra urban L/100km 7.0 8.4

Combined L/100km 8.3 10.4

CO2 (combined) g/km 218 242

DIMENSIONSTECHNICAL DATA



ssangyong.com.au

SsangYong Australia Pty. Ltd.
Tenancy 1, 424 Warrigal Road,
Heatherton, Victoria 3202.

This brochure details specifications and features of the 2018 SsangYong Rexton. Some driver assistance features and safety features described in this brochure are designed to function using 
sensors, whose performance may be affected under certain weather or environmental conditions. Not all features will be available on the entire 2018 SsangYong Rexton range. Please visit our 
website www.ssangyong.com.au for more information.This brochure is designed to provide you with a general introduction to the SsangYong range of products (including available optional 
equipment) referred to, and should be read in conjunction with the latest specification sheet. Image and Illustrations are for information purposes and are indicative only. Because of changes in 
conditions and circumstances SsangYong* reserves the right, subject to all applicable laws, at any time, at its discretion, and without notice, to discontinue or change the features, designs, materials, 
colours and other specifications and the prices of its products, and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any such products from the market without incurring any liability to any prospective 
purchaser or purchasers. The latest specification sheet should be referred to for information on the availability, ordering and use of features and optional equipment. Always consult an authorised 
SsangYong Dealer for the latest information with respect to features, specifications, prices, optional equipment and availability before deciding to place an order. 


